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Join us for an overview of SLA and SLS 3D Printing. We will give an overview of both
forms of 3D Printing, explain what SLS and SLA are each best for, and discuss what
use cases make sense to utilize each technology.

Alex Pestana,  Sales  Engineer  at  Formlabs,  will  lead the conversation and walk
through our SLA and SLS printers. We will also discuss how to choose the right
printer for your business needs.

You’ll learn:

Overview of SLA and SLS 3D Printing
Benefits of both SLA and SLS 3D Printing
Examples of the best use cases for SLA and SLS 3D printing
Discussion of how to select the best printer for your business needs

RegisterRegister

We want  to  stay  in  touch,  but  only  in  ways  that  you  find  helpful.  By
requesting this service,  Endeavor Business Media will  send you industry
leading  news,  events,  magazines,  e-newsletters,  research  and  other
communication about events and promotions from our brands, affiliates and
partners  related  to  your  interests  consistent  with  Endeavor’s  Privacy
Policy  You  can  unsubscribe  from  our  communications  at  any  time  by
emailing emailsolutions@endeavorb2b.com.
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Alex Pestana | Sales Engineer | Formlabs

Alex Pestana is a Sales Engineer at Formlabs. Alex has 5+ years of experience in
Additive Manufacturing. Prior to Formlabs, Alex worked as an Applications Engineer
and received a Bachelor of Science in Applied Technology.
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Maeli Latouche | Product Marketing Manager | Formlabs

Maeli Latouche is a product marketer at Formlabs with a focus on SLS products. She
has  a  master’s  degree  in  international  project  management  and  6  years  of
experience in digital marketing. For the past 4 years, she has worked alongside
Formlabs partners and users on the field, developing awareness around the products
and applications of 3D printing.
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